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A model is defined to simulate the propagation of waves in a radially symmetric,
isotropic, composite system consisting of a fluid-filled well bore Qf through a
fluid-saturated porous solid Qp. Biot's equations of motion are chosen to describe
the propagation of waves in Qp, while the standard equation of motion for
compressible inviscid fluids is used for Qf, with appropriate boundary conditions
at the contact surface between Qf and Qp. Also, absorbing boundary conditions
for the artificial boundaries of Qp are derived for the model, their effect being to
make them transparent for waves arriving normally.
First, results on the existence and uniqueness of the solution of the differential
problem are given and then a discrete-time, explicit finite element procedure is
defined and analysed, with finite element spaces suited for radially symmetric
problems being used for the spatial discretisation.

1. Introduction

the problem of acoustic and elastic wave propagation in a cylindrical
fluid-filled borehole Qf through a fluid-saturated porous solid Qp. The problem
arises naturally in acoustic well-logging. A compressional point source is excited
at a point on the centreline of the borehole, and the energy transmitted through
the fluid in the borehole and through the surrounding formations is recorded by
receivers located in the well bore, both above and below the source, to obtain
what is known as a full waveform acoustic log [19]. Here, in order to simplify the
problem we have assumed that the whole system Q= Qf\J Qp is isotropic and
radially symmetric around the z-axis, located at the centre of the borehole.
To describe the propagation of waves in Qp we have chosen Biot's equations of
motion, while in Qf we have used the standard equation of motion for
compressible, inhomogeneous, inviscid fluids. Appropriate absorbing boundary
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conditions for the artificial boundaries of Qp are derived, making them transparent to waves arriving normally. The same type of absorbing boundary conditions
are used for the artificial boundaries of Qf. For the surface contact between Qf
and Qp we have chosen the boundary condition suggested in [14], which
represents a way of including the effects of the mud cake in the wave field. The
special cases of an open or closed interface are also considered in the model.
This paper is related to several previous works on the subject. The theory of
propagation of waves in fluid-saturated porous media was formulated by Biot in
several classic papers [1,2]. Results on the existence, uniqueness and finite
element approximation of the solution of Biot's equations were given in [15,17].
Also, mixed finite elements for radially symmetric three-dimensional problems
were presented and analysed in [12]. Finite element methods for wave propagation in systems composed of elastic solids with imbedded fluid-saturated porous
media were given and analysed in [11,16], and some numerical results using those
algorithms were presented in [4].
Synthetic full waveform acoustic logs have already been obtained using
different techniques. In [14] the problem was treated assuming that the system Q
is homogeneous in depth and the solution was obtained via Fourier-transform
techniques and numerical integration. The same approach was used in [3] but
with Qp being an elastic solid. In [18], the system Q was allowed to be
inhomogeneous in depth with Qp being again an elastic solid; an approximate
solution was computed using finite-difference techniques.
The organisation of the paper is as follows. In §2 we present the model by
giving the partial differential equations and the initial and boundary conditions.
In §3 we derive the weak form of the model and then present the results on the
existence and uniqueness of the solution of the differential problem. In §4 we
describe the finite element spaces used for the spatial discretisation and then
formulate an explicit finite element procedure by using a mass-lumping quadrature rule for the first- and second-order time-derivative terms in the weak
formulation. Results on the stability and convergence of the method are also
given. Finally in §5 we derive the absorbing boundary conditions used for the
artificial boundaries of Qp.
2. The model

We shall consider the propagation of waves in a fluid-filled borehole Qf
surrounded by a fluid-saturated porous medium Qp. For simplicity the whole
system Q= QfU Qp will be assumed to be isotropic and radially symmetric
around the z-axis, located at the centre of the borehole. The system is naturally
described using cylindrical coordinates (r, 8, z). Without loss of generality, the
artificial top and bottom boundaries of Qf and Qp can be chosen to be the sets

T, = {(r, 6, z) e 3Qf : 0 *£ r =£ Rj, 0 « 6 < In, z = 0, or
and

0^r^R?,0^
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Also, the artificial exterior boundary of Qp (and Q) can be taken to be
Let F3 denote the surface contact between Qf and Qp, which may have arbitrary
shape in order to allow variations in the diameter of the borehole along the
z-direction. A vertical cross-section of Q for any fixed 6 = 60 is shown in Fig. 1.
Assume cylindrical symmetry, and let ux = (u lr , 0, ulz) be the fluid displacement in Qf, let u2 = (u2r, 0, u2z) be the solid displacement in Qp, and let
«3 = («3<-. 0, M3Z) be the (averaged) fluid displacement in Qp. Let
«3 = <H*)("3 - " 2 ) = ("3r, 0, M32).

where #(*) is the effective porosity, and set u = (M1; U 2 , M3). Here wfa represents
the displacement in the /-direction for k = 1,2, 3. Next, because of the cylindrical
symmetry assumption, the physical components of the strain tensor e{u2) in the
solid part of Qp are given [8, p. 114] by
du
2z
dz

—,

$1*7*

96

dU2e _ W2fl\

dr

r )

_

'
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Also, note that
r

dr

du2z
dz

Let x{u2, u3) and p(u2, u3) denote the total stress tensor and the fluid pressure in
Qp, respectively. Then the stress-strain relations in Qp can be written as follows
[2]:
Trr(u2, u3) = AV-u2 + 2Nerr(u2) + QVu3,
2,

'

u3)=AV- u2 + 2Neee(u2) + QV- u3,

rzz(u2, u3) = AV• u2 + 2Nezz(u2) + QV• u3,

*H>

= *ez = 0 ,

p(u2, u3) = -QV- u2 - HV- u3.
In these expressions, the coefficients A, N, Q and H are assumed to be functions
of r and z alone.
Next, the strain-energy density Wp(u2> u3) in Qp is given [2] by
Wp(u2, u3) = h[Trrerr+ Teepee + *«£« + 2 r r z e r z -pV• u3].

(2.2)

Since Wp has to be a quadratic, positive-definite form in err, eee, ezz, erz and
V-u3, it is easily seen that the coefficients A,N,Q and H must satisfy the
conditions
N(r,z)>0,
2

H(r,z)>0,
2

(A + 3N- Q /H)(r, z) > 0,

{A + 23N)(r, z)>0,
(r, 9, z)eQp

]

= QpU 3QP.\

(2.3)

Also, dWp must be an exact differential, so that
dWp

_dWp
(2.4)

derz'
Let Ep(r, z) e U
and set

P

~

be the symmetric, positive-definite matrix associated with Wp
Y(u2, u3)=(err,

e0g, ezz, V- u3, erzf',

so that

where [ , ]e denotes the usual scalar product in W.
For any matrix D(r, z) e Wx", let Amin(D(r, z)) and Amax(Z)(r, 2)) denote the
minimum and maximum eigenvalues of D{r, z) and set
Amin(£>) = inf kmin(D(r, z)),

Amax(£)) = sup Amax(D(r, 2)).
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Under the conditions (2.3),
0<A m i n (£ p )«A m a x (£ p )<°°,
and consequently,
w

p(r> z) ^ ""n2
^

mn

'^

P

((£rr)2 + (£ee)2 + fez)2 + (erzf + (V- u3)2)

p

((e rr ) 2 + (eeg)2 + ( £z2 ) 2 + 2(er2)2 + (V- u3)2).

(2.5)

Next, let p = p{r, z) denote the total mass density of bulk material in Qp and let
Pf - Pf(r< z) be the mass density of fluid both in Qf and Qp. Also, let g—g{r, z)
be a mass-coupling parameter between fluid and solid in Qp [2]. Assume that
pg{r, z) - p)(r, z) > 0,

(r, 6, z) e Qp,

(2.6)

which is a necessary and sufficient condition for the kinetic-energy density in Qp
to be positive.
Let (i = fx(r, z) denote the fluid viscosity and let k = k{r, z) denote the (scalar)
rock permeability in Qp. Both ju and k will be assumed to be bounded above and
below by positive constants.
Finally, let A{ = Af(r, z) denote the incompressibility modulus of the fluid in
Qf> assumed to be bounded above and below by positive constants:
0 < A r «A f (r, z) «A*f
Then, we consider the following problem. Let

u%r, z) = («?„ 0, u°2), v\ = (v°ln 0, < ) , for, z, t) = (/lr) 0, fu)
be given for (r, 6, z) e Qf and let
u°2(r, z) = (Hi, 0, ul),
u°(r, z) = (vl, 0, uL),

u%r, z) = (u°r, 0, uL),
u§(r, *) = ("I. 0, «§,),

and

f-Ar, z) = (/2r, o, f2z), Mr, z) = (/3r, o, / 3z )
be given for (r, 0, z) e Qp. Then we want to find u(r, z, t) = (ux, u2, u3),
teJ = (0,T), such that

0)

Pf^r

~ iz (A/v • "i) =fUr, z, 0,
(2.7a)

eru..

(ii)

n
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for (r, 9, z, i)eQfx

J, and
1d

(iii)
aXrz(u2)

|

dz

(iv)

cPuzz

>-^T Pf-^2
dt

v

()

r

r
9 2 « 3z

+

Xgg(u2, U3)

dt

1 3

^"(

> z'
d

(2.7b)

n

r dr

Pf^f2 + S^f 2 + T ^ + ±P(»2, u3)=f3r(r, z, t),
at • k dt ' ar
at
Pr-

at?

=hzir, z, t)

k 3t

for (r, 6, z, t)e Qpx J, with boundary conditions
3..

-AfV- ux = (PfAf)^—- • vf, (r, 6, z, t) e /] x J,
(i)

(-rvP • vP, -rvp • xp, ~rvp • xp, p)T

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

=B

\ai''Vp>~a7'xp'~ai"xp'~a7'Vp)

'

(2.8)

(r, e, z, t)e(r21 ur 2 2 )xj = r2xj,
xvp + AfV- utvf = 0, (r, d,z,t)er3x J,
3)-vp + u1-vf = 0, (r, 6, z, t) e r3 x J,
du
-p

and initial conditions

— -vp=AfV-u1, (r,

d,z,t)er3xj,

at

(i)

Ul(r,

z, 0) = u%r, z), (r, B, z) e Qf,

(ii)

(«2, u3)(r, z, 0) = (ul u°3)(r, z), (r, 6, z) e Qp,

(iii)

-^ (r, z, 0) = v\(r, z), (r, 6, z) e Qf,

(iv)

d(u2, u3) (r, z, 0) = (vl «S)(r, z), (r, 0, z) e

(2.9)

In the above, v, = (v1>7 vw, v,z) = (v,r, 0, v,z), i = / , p, denotes the unit outward
normal along dfi,, and x"> rn = 1,2, denotes orthogonal unit tangent vectors
along dQp. Also, rvp denotes the stress tensor on dQp and xvp • vp and xvp • x™,
m = 1, 2, are the normal and two tangent components of xvp on dQp.
Equations (2.7a) are the standard equations of motion for compressible,
inviscid, inhomogeneous fluids, while equations (2.7b) are Biot's equations of
motion for the fluid-saturated porous medium Qp [1, 2]. The boundary condition
(2.8.i) is simply the equation of momentum for fj, so that waves arriving
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normally to Fj will be absorbed completely (that is, passed through transparently). Equation (2.8.ii) is an absorbing boundary condition for the artificial
boundary F2 of Qp; this relation is derived in §5. Again, its effect is to absorb the
energy of waves arriving normally to F2. The matrix B(r, z) e R 4x4 in the
right-hand side of (2.8.ii) is symmetric and positive definite. Equation (2.8.iii)
states the continuity of the normal stress and the vanishing of tangential stresses
along F3, while (2.8.iv) expresses the continuity of the normal displacement on

r3.
Finally, (2.8.v) relates the fluid pressure on both sides of F3. This boundary
condition is suggested in [14] to describe the behaviour of the mud cake using the
non-negative coefficient m — m(z) representing a surface impedance. The analysis
of the model will be carried out for the case in which 0<m*=sm(z)=£m*<°°,
and we shall indicate briefly the change in the argument for the limit cases m = 0
and m = +°° corresponding to an open or sealed interface, respectively. Note that
in the case of an open interface {m = 0), (2.8.v) simply states the continuity of the
fluid pressure on F3. Such a boundary condition was analysed in [10] and was
shown to be energy-flux preserving. For a sealed interface (m = +°°), it is
necessary that
"3 • vp = 0,

(r, 6, z, t) e T3 x J.

(2.10)

In this case (2.8.v) should be replaced by (2.10), and (2.8.iv) reduces to
u2-vp + u1-vf = 0,

(r,0,z,t)eF3xJ.

3. The existence and uniqueness results
For Q( = Qf or Qp let
(q>, V)/ = f <p(r, 6, z)ip(r, 0, z)r dr 66 dz
and

denote the inner product and norm in L2(£2,). For any Fa 3 £2, let

(v, w) r = I vw do
denote the inner product in L 2 (F), where d a is the surface measure on F. Also, if
q) = (q?r) q>gt <pz) and x[> = (i// r , %f/g, y>z), we shall denote by

the inner product and norm in L2(£?,-)3.
Next, let
H(div, a,) = {q> = (tp,, cpo, <pz) e L 2 (fi,) 3 : V-<pe
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provided with the natural norm

Set
H(div, Qi) = {<p = (q>r, q>e, <PZ) e H(div, i2,): q>e = 0},
which is a closed subspace of H(div, fi,). Note that q> e H(div, Qf) implies that
<pr|r=0 = 0. Also, set
H\QP?

= {<p = (<pr, <pg, <pz) 6 H\Qp)3:

Ve

= 0, 3<prldd = dq>J36 = 0}

3

= {<P = (<Pr, <Pe, <Pz) 6 H^fl,,) : <pe = 0, Eroiy) = £92(<p) = 0}.
Note that, for any q> e H^fip) 3 , standard calculus shows that in U3 with
cylindrical symmetry,

It is clear that H\£2P)3 is a closed subspace of H^fip) 3 .
Next, let V = H(div, Qf) x H\Qp)3 x H(div, Qp), which is a separable Hilbert
space under the norm

\\v\\v=
Since the boundary condition (2.8.iv) will be imposed strongly, we shall restrict
the admissible test functions to the set
V = {v = (vu v2, v3)eV:(v2 + v3-vl)-

v/ = 0onr 3 };

V is a closed, separable subspace of V (with the same norm).
The weak form of problem (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) is obtained as usual by testing
equations (2.7) against any admissible function v = (vx, v2, v3) eV, using integration by parts and applying the boundary conditions (2.8.i), (2.8.ii), (2.8.iii),
and (2.8.v). In doing so, we obtain

, "2 • Xp, f3 • v p )) + (m -£ • vp, v3 • vp)
= (/i, Vi)f + ((£,h), (v2, v3))p,

v = (vl,v2,v3)eV,teJ.
4x4

Here si(r, z) and <#(r, z) are matrices in IR

given by

(3.1)
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/ being the identity matrix in U2x2. Note that <£ is non-negative and si is positive
definite, thanks to (2.6). Also, A(v, w) is the symmetric, bilinear form defined on
V by

A(v,

w) = (AfV-

vu

V- wx)f + (T^(U 2 , V3),

E^

+ (ree(v2, v3), ege{w2))p + (TZZ(V2, V3),
+ 2(rr2(v2, v3), erz(w2))p
- (p(v2, v3), V- w3)p
for v, w e V.

EZZ(W2))P

Note that combining (2.2), (2.5), and Korn's second inequality [6,7,13] implies
that

A(y, v)^Ar

|| V- ^ , 1 1 ^ + - ! = ^
z

[(eMf

+ ieeeivJ)2

J

ap

v3f]r dr dd dz
^),
veV.

(3.2)

Let y^c2 be any fixed constant and let Ay be the bilinear symmetric form
defined over V by
Ayiv, w) = A{v, w) + Y[(VU wx)f + ((u2, v3), (w2, w3))p].
Then Ay is V-continuous and F-coercive.
Next, set
\df

The well-posedness of problem (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) follows from the following
theorem.
THEOREM 3.1 Let f = (J,, f2, f3), u° = (MJ, U%, M§) and u° = (v\, v°2, v°3) be given
and such that Go < °°, Q( < °°, i = 0, 1. Assume tftaf F3 is of class Cm for some
integer m^2. Also, assume that

support (w?) n o , r i Qf,
support (u2, u3) m Qp,

support (v°) C\Qf<S: Qf,
support (v2, v3) (g Qp.

Then there exists a unique solution u(r, z, t) of problem (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9)
such that u, 3u/dteV(J, V); cfujdt2eL2(J, L2(£2f)2); and d2^,
u3)/dt2e
V(J, V{QPY).
Proof. Let
Y\\Qff = {<p e H2(Qff: <pr\r=0 = 0,<pe= 0, dq>r/d6 = dtpJdO = 0},
H\QPY = {<pe H\Qpf: q>0 = 0, d<pjdd = dtpjdd = 0},
and set

E = fP(Qf)3 x n\Qpf x H2(f2p)3.
Clearly, E a V and the argument given in [16] can be used here to show that
E fl V is dense in V. The compactness argument given in [15,16] can be used with
minor modifications to obtain the conclusions of the theorem.
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In the case in which the contact surface F3 between Qf and Qp is known just to
be Lipchitz continuous, the following existence and uniqueness theorem holds, its
proof being similar to that of Theorem 3.1.
3.2 Let / = (/i,/ 2 ,/ 3 ) be given and such that Q,<°°, i = 0, 1. Assume
that u° = v° = 0 and that F3 is Lipchitz continuous. Then there exists a unique
solution u{r, z, t) of problem (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) such that u, du/dt e V°(J, V);
ctujdt2 e V(J, L2(Qf)2); and d*{u2, u3)l3t2 e L°°(7, L2(QP)4).
THEOREM

Finally, let us indicate the modifications needed to treat the cases of an open or
a sealed interface F3. For the open interface (m = 0) the original space V is
adequate. For the sealed interface (w = +») the space V should be chosen to be
V = {v = (vu v2, v3) e V : (v2 - vx) • vf = 0, u3 • vf = 0 on r3}.
Thus, in both cases the weak form (3.1) remains formally unchanged, except that
the last term in the left-hand side disappears. Also, the conclusions of Theorems
3.1 and 3.2 remain valid.

4. An explicit finite element procedure

For 0 < h < 1, let T{ = xfh(Qf) and r£ = Tfh{Qp) be quasiregular partitions of Qf
and Qp into elements generated by the rotation around the z-axis of rectangles in
the (r, z)-variables of diameter bounded by h. Set xh = xfh\J xph. Since the
boundary condition (2.8.iv) will be imposed strongly on the finite element spaces
to be used for the spatial discretisation, the partitions x{ and xph will be assumed
to be compatible along the contact surface F3 in the following sense. For any
vertical cross-section xh D {6 = 60} of xh, if Rf is a rectangle in xrh f~l {d = d0} such
that one edge e of Rf is contained in F3, then e is also, an edge of some rectangle
Rp in xplfl{d = d0}. Let PlA(r, z) denote the bilinear polynomials in the
(r, z)-variables and set
Mh = {q> = ((pr, 0, cpz) e C°(Q p ): <pr e rPlA(r, z) and <pz e Pul(r,
Then, Mh c

z)}.

H\QP)3.

The r-component of q> is multiplied by r in order to ensure that all components
of the strain tensor of q> remain polynomials in r and z. It does not affect the
approximation property

inf \\\v-<p\\o,a+h\\v-<p\\x,0}^chs\\v\\s^,

s = \,2;

(4.1)

this result is proved in [12].
Let Wh(Si), i = / , p, be the vector part of the lowest-order mixed finite element
space associated with T}, defined by Morley [12]. Away from r = 0, the elements
in Wh{Qi) are locally of the form (ar~l + br, 0, c + dz), while the innermost
elements near r = 0 have the local form (br, 0, c + dz). Globally the elements
must lie in H(div, Qj), j = / o r p, as appropriate. Note that the divergence of each
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element is piecewise constant. It is shown in [12] that
(0

inf

||u - <p||H(div,a/)s=cMIMIi.«,+ II t7-

(")

inf

\\v-w\\o.Q,^ch\\v\\,

(4.2)

a.

Let Vh = Wh(Qf) xMhx Wh(Qp) and set Vh = {v e Vh : (v2 + v3 - v,) • vf = 0 on
T3}. Then VhcV and it follows from (4.1) and (4.2) that
»i)-i<p2, ¥>3)llo,<*]«cft[||u1||lp^+||(u2, u3)||liQp]
for v e (ti\Qf)3

(4.3)

X H\QP)3 x H\Qp)3) n V and that
.+ \\V-vAU o.-

inf Hu - <p\\v

(4.4)
3

2

3

3

for v e ( H ^ f l , ) x H ( i 3 p ) x fl^O,) ) n V such that V-v,e

H\Qf)

and V- v3 e

Let L be a positive integer, 4f = T/L, and £/" = t/(n At). Set
d,(T = (f/"+1 - IT)/At,
" = (i/ n+1 - 2(7" + ir

9Un = (f/n+1 - I/—»)/2 ^ ,

Since we want to use an explicit procedure, we shall compute all integrals
involving time-derivative terms using the quadrature rule
f
Jo

(4.5)

f{r, z)r

where/ denotes the value of/at the node a, in the rectangle (2 (see Fig. 2). Note
that the rule (4.5) is exact if fir, z)r is bilinear.

FIG.

2
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For the elements in Mh, the rule (4.5) is the natural choice since the local
degrees of freedom for any element v = (ur, 0, v2) in Mh are the values of vr and
vz at the nodes a,, 1 =£ i =£ 4. On the other hand, since the local degrees of
freedom of a mixed Morley element v = (vr, 0, vz) are the values of v • vQ at the
midpoints of each side of Q (that is, the values of vr at the nodes a5 and a7 and of
vz at the nodes a6 and a8), such values being constant along the sides of Q, the
mass-lumping quadrature rule (4.5) can be used for those elements as well.
Let [v, w]i and |||U|IIO,Q,» ' — f, P, denote the inner product (v, w), and the norm
IMIo.n, computed approximately using the quadrature rule (4.5). Also, let
((w, H>))r denote the inner product {v, w)r computed using (4.5).
The discrete-time explicit Galerkin procedure is defined as follows. Find
U"eVh,n=0,...,L,
such that

, u3y, (t/2, v3)]p + [<ed(u2, u3y, (u 2 ,
A(U", v) + i(pfAf)idU1 • vf, vx • vf}n
{B{dw2 • Vp, du-2 • Xp, aui • xl, am • yP),(«2 • v v2 • Xp, v2 • x% v3 • vP)»r2
((mdUn3-vp,v3-vp}r3
veVh,l*n*L-l.

(4.6)

We shall analyse the stability of the scheme (4.6). The choice of the test
function v = dU" in (4.6) gives us the inequality

( ((/ 2)

u3y\\\l
y\\\lpap
--

|||j*tdf(i/2,

u3y-'\\\l.ap}

, u,y, a(u2, u3y]pp
+ (B(du-2 • vp, du-2 • Xp, au"2 • xl, am • vP),
• vP, 9Un2 • Xp, Ml • Xl, dU"3 • vp)))r2
{mdU"3-vp,3Un3-vp))n

+ \\d,m-1\\la,+

\\d,(U2, U3y\\20.ap+ \\d,(U2, U3y-l\\2o,ap}.

(4.7)

Next, note that

2AtA(Un, dUn) = \{A(Un+\ Un+1)-A(U"-\ If-1)
+ A(Un - U"-\ U" - U"-1) - A(Un+1 - IT, Un+1 - £/")}•
Then, add

\\ur%,a,+
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and

to (4.7), multiply by 2/4f, and sum the resulting inequality from n = 1 to n = N,
l^N^L
— 1. Since <€ is a non-negative matrix and all the boundary terms in the
left-hand side of (4.7) are non-negative,

+ \\(U2, U3)n-%.td At},

1«N«L-1.

(4.8)

Next, note that

/", d,UN)*Af

\\V- dlUY\\laf +

XaUEp){\\err(d,U2)\\lOii

+ l|£,z(d,[/r)llo,op + \\V- dtU^\\lap}.

(4.9)

Also note that there exists a constant c3 independent of h such that the following
inverse hypotheses hold:

(0
(ii)

\\V-v\\0M^c3h-1\\\v\\\0^,veWh{Qi),i=f,p,
j
2
{IM^II .,*, + | | ( ) l l S +He()llS +l l ( ) l l } ^ [

For a uniform grid, a calculation shows that c3 is not greater than 6-37; this may
not be the best possible constant. In the general case c3 will contain a factor that
measures the quasiuniformity of the grid.
Then, since A m i n (^)>0 (cf. (2.6)), it follows from (4.9) and (4.10) that
tU",

d,UN)

\\\d,(U2, U3)N\\\lap
Ulf'%.ar,

(4.H)
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where pr is the minimum of pf{r, z) in Qf and provided that At and h satisfy the
stability condition

jr\xmuEp)JJ(A modification of the argument above would permit us to replace the term
(^min(-s^)/^max(^))^ by the reciprocal of the maximum wave velocity in Qp; the
constant c3 may be different in this case.)
Also, note that for At and h as in (4.12),
\(AtfA{A,lf,

d,£/°)«C[|||d,l/?|||j|,^ + |||d,(I/2, U3)°\\\lap\.

(4.13)

Next, an easy calculation shows that there exists a constant c4 independent of h
such that
and
\\{v2, u 3 )||o,fi^c 4 |||(u 2 , v3)\\\0_ap
for any v e VA. Thus, using (4.11), (4.12), (4.13), and the V-coercivity of Ay in
(4.8), we see the following inequality holds:

l

,1/3)^111^+11^11?,+
\U(u2, c/3)°||IU

\\uN+l\\2v

illL-(y,L2(a/)2)

+ 2 [|||d,^|||g,^+ |||d,i/r1|||?.Q/+ \U(u2, u3y\\\la
n=l

+ |||d f (f/ 2 > f/3)' 1 - 1 |IIU + ll [ / ' I + 1 l| 2 v + ll [ / ' < " 1 |

Then Gronwall's lemma implies that

^

£/3)°ll|o,«,+ \\U°\\y

l

\\U \W + H/illL-v.LW) + IK/2./3)l|2L-(y,L2(fi?)')}.

(4-14)

which shows that the scheme (4.6) is stable under the condition (4.12). It is also
obvious that (4.14) gives us existence and uniqueness for the solution
(*/")i«,-i.-i of (4.6).

Finally, since the quadrature rule employed in the procedure is O(/i2)-correct,
a standard argument combining the approximating properties (4.3) and (4.4) with
the ideas leading to (4.14) would give us the optimal order error estimate
max

(|||d,(u, - l / , n | 0 . , * + |||d,(ii 2 - U2, u3- U3)N\\\0,ap+ ||(u - U)"\\v)
«C(ii)[|||d,(«, - U1)°\\\0,O/+ |||d f (u 2 - U2, u3- U3)°\\\0,ap

+ \\(u - u)°\\y +11(11 - uy\\v + (At)2+h).
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5. Derivation of the absorbing boundary conditions

In this section we shall derive the absorbing boundary condition (2.8.ii) for the
artificial boundary F2 of Qp. In this derivation we shall use some results of [9] as
well as some ideas given in [11] for obtaining absorbing boundary conditions for
anisotropic elastic solids.
Let us consider a wave front arriving normally to F2 with velocity c. Following
[8], the strain tensor e(uc2) on F2 can be written in the form

(5.1)

I
vz H
vpr I,
\ dt
dt I

(r, 6, z) € /2» t eJ.

In particular,

P-«2=--^-V

(5.2)

Also,

V-ul=-^-Vp.

(5.3)

Next, let us introduce the variables
c

_ 1 d"2
c dt

c

_ 1 3«2

c
p>

2

_ 1 5a|
c dt

,
p>

c _ 1 ^"3

and set
arc = (ar^, a2, ac3, aQT.

Combining the stress-strain relations (2.1) with (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3) shows that
the strain-energy density Wp on F2 can be written as a quadratic function
n(ac) = Wp(e(ac), V- w3(orc)) in the form
n(ac) = i(ac)TEpac,
4><4

where Ep e R

is the symmetric, positive-definite matrix given by

(

A + 2N

0 0 Q\

0
N 00
0
0 N 0
G
0 0///
Next, note that the momentum equations on F2 are given by

sjfdfr&ifl
dt

/
\

v

swfc.. aw;

(5.4)
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for (r, 8, z)eF2, teJ. Alternatively, they can be written in the form (cf. (2.4))
(i)

c[p dulldt + pf d

(ii)

c[pf duc2/dt + g dull dt] =pvp, (r, 6, z) e F2, t e / . j

Now, we shall write equations (5.5) in terms of the new variables of, 1 =£ i =£ 4.
First, note that taking the inner product of (5.5.ii) with the tangent vectors x™>
m = 1, 2, gives the relations

Let ?F = (rvp • vp, x\p • xp, tvp • xp, -p)T- Then, take the inner product of (5.5.i)
with vp and x™, /n = 1, 2, and of (5.5.ii) with vp to get the equations
Epccc,

(5.6)

A e IR4x4 being the symmetric, positive-definite matrix defined by
IP

0

. J o p-g~\pf?
lo
o
\pf
o

0

P/\

o
p-g-\pff
o

o
o
g

Let S = s&~^Epik~^, ac = s£l*ac. Then equation (5.6) becomes
Sac = c2ae.

(5.7)

c

Also, in terms of a the strain-energy density on F2 can be written in the form
n{ac) = jr(orc) = i(ac)rSac.

(5.8)

Let c,-, l ^ i ^ 4 , be the four positive wave velocities satisfying (5.7); that is,
solutions of the equation
det (5 - c 2 /) = 0.
Two of these roots are
(
c2-= c 3 = I
\p~g

N

_u .2

\*

\pf)>

and they correspond to the shear modes of propagation. The other two velocities
Ci and c4 are distinct and they correspond to the compressional modes of
propagation and have a more complicated expression in terms of the mass and
stiffness coefficients of Qp. It can be easily checked that these values coincide with
the corresponding ones obtained in [1] by Biot using a different argument.
Let Mh 1 s£ i « 4 , be the set of orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to
Ci, 1 =£ i =s 4, and let M be the matrix containing the eigenvectors Af, of 5 as rows,
and D be the diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues c2, 1 «s i =s 4, of 5, so
that 5 = MTDM.
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Let
(du2

du2

j du2

2

du3

be a general velocity on the surface F2 due to the simultaneous normal arrival of
waves of velocities c,, 1 =£ i *£ 4. Since the Af, are orthonormal, we can write
a = sfia in the form

Let
ac> = sfi ac' = - [Mi, sfi a]eMit

1 « i « 4.

(5.9)

Then, d^1 satisfies
5orc-= c?drCl,

(5.10)

and
Ji(ac>) = XcffSeP.

(5.11)
c

Using (5.6) and (5.11), we see that the force ^ on F2 corresponding to a ' satisfies
the relations
= EpaCi = - 9,.

(5.12)

We observe that the interaction energy among the different types of waves
arriving normally to F2 is small compared to the total energy involved [5]. Thus,
neglecting such interaction, we can write the total strain energy density
4

h = n{a) = 2 n(of')
as the sum of the partial energies and the total force ^ on F2 as the sum of the
forces corresponding to each of', so that, according to (5.12),

Since we can write sAT^'OF in the form

it follows that
Scf> = -[Mh A-^M,,

1«i « 4.

(5.13)

Thus, combining (5.9), (5.10) and (5.13), we see that

cfac< = c,[Mt, &a]eMi = Scf1 = -[M,, sl'^Mi,

1 « i « 4,
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so that

c,[M,, &a]e = -[M, £-191,

1 ^i«4.

In matrix form the equation above becomes

so that after multiplying by s£iMJ we obtain the relations
-9 = sUsWa = [(^-'Epfl^or = Ba.
These are the equations used as boundary conditions for the artificial boundary
F2. Note that the matrix B is symmetric and positive definite.
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